


Looking for FoamKrete Dealer / Distributor ‘Evangelists’
"Individual investors need to do their own homework by Reading Documentation offered to have a due diligence understand-

ing before making a low-risk prudent financial commitment impacting the quality of the rest of their life." 

Seventy-eight year old Barry Murray of BarryMurray.com.

 Barry Murray is the ‘single signer’ claim holder, at this time, of Oregon's 500+ Million tons of non-toxic Nepheline Syenite, 
which through recent nano technology will become a solid answer to Global Climate Change, in an affordable, almost do-it-
yourself house building material.

I am a noted eccentric Asperger’s syndrome Mensa style genius wanting to talking to blue state Blue Collar Workers, only! 
Moreover, following Sir Richard Branson's of Virgin fame warning about how the practice of wearing a tie restricts the flow be-
tween a creative brain and an honest heart — all Trump tie salesmen are directed to the rear of a crumbling cottage industry 
factory that did not have a lock on their supply of interesting materials to achieve a high-end market price! 

This “share the wealth of something insanely great” attitude comes from an Asperger’s Steve Jobs before Wall Street fired him 
from his own corporation. And Asperger’s Henry J. Kaiser, also with an incomplete education went from the cement business 
into designing how the Liberty Ships were manufactured. Which was exactly the same ‘dropout’ thinking of Asperger’s Henry 
Ford who doubled the wages along his mass production assembly so that non-union workers could afford to buy what they built. 
An attitude of  looking out to care of one-self ’s interests. The Power of One.

Learn how “You-Too” can wager $10 at risk ‘tax schedule c’ buy-into the start-up 
of Affordable Housing, built from the grass roots up! 

Just by purchasing an earn-in position in an alternative equity of a bypass securities investment certificate as an individu-
al entrepreneur selling a ton of “his” raw rock, with the help of other bootstrap individuals a retail product, instead of flipping 
electronically approved security derivatives only designed to make the 2% richer. 

Beat the odds playing against the casino capitalism hedge funds protected retirement savings that can disappear through 
Congressional Political Action Committee PAC smoke and mirrors regulations enabled at the moment through very one-sid-
ed changes deregulating BANKING.  

Pacific-Northwest Senators Merkley, and Wyden, Cantwell, Murray, and Murkowski, supported by colleagues Sanders, 
Warren, etc., are very aware how agricultural and natural resources are being destroyed by multinational corporations. They 
also are politically correct in agreeing that the Glass-Segal  Act of 1933) absolutely needs to be reinstated to protect US wid-
ows, orphans, an underemployed workforce that cannot even afford mediocre health care coverage.

Moreover, the Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 2000 should also be rolled back to the 1936 Second Recession lev-
el protection of the First Great Depression.  Plus, the SEC should also go back to Federal Level protection of investor interests 
instead of the merged private NASD and FINRA STOCKBROKERS self-managing ‘their’ candy stores.  

Include to that hall of shame, INSURANCE companies defaulting (both Mega Financial and Health Care Corporations) 
that need to be reminded that they too may be subject to class action suits for defaults based on their advertising literature. 
Something the FTC is supposed to be regulating.

http://foamkrete.com


This, before the code of the  Far West of, “A Promise Made, is a Debt Unpaid LAW of the frontier”  comes due in a tsunami 
wave of replacing housing values destroyed by wildfire, and the resulting flash flooding.  Sorry if that is breaking false news 
to those who live in ivory towers equipped with the gold plated bathroom fixtures anti-capitalist Karl Marx wrote about.  

There is an obvious need to reinvent the system today on 
how basic need affordable shelter is supplied by, and to a 
demanding market pool of skilled blue collar workers that 
is shrinking with every affordable living job loss.

Perhaps I am wasting words trying to explain past a 
Twitter limit of 139 + 1 characters, that the financial cer-
tified engineering “engines” identified by initials as CDO 
(Collateralized Debt Obligation) enabling unexplained 
Credit Default Swap packages.  Where, following the mon-
ey, the “due recourse owner” of somebody losing “home/
castle” may be a financial day trading speculator making 
his living as a “laissez-faire capitalist” in a communistic 
state of China working on acquiring an EB-5 buy a citizen-
ship green card.  Now, that is an anti-Free-Market system 
that is totally lazy unfair!

Especially if the happy home investing couple on Main 
Street of Hicksville far away from the off-shore Island of 
Manhattan’s high-frequency transfer (HFT) terminals, 
had been momentarily misled by the “inside trading inves-
tor salemen” enough to sign a waiver forfeiting their local 
state’s primary homestead protection rights. 

A practice that appeared about the time when person-
al bankruptcy regulations were changed to accommodate 
credit card charges far exceeding spiritual usury parables. 
As doing an unnatural act with a camel riding into the eye 
of a sinful cartel.

There is no question that the full explanation of today’s 
unaffordable housing crisis absolutely was caused by the 
dismantling of local mortgage market coverage being 

managed by neighborhood safe and sane Savings and Loan guidelines. 

Want a cynical cheap laugh today?  Suggest that the old S&L standards that after a down payment not covered by a risky 
second, the purchase price of a single family home should not be more than twice the family’s annual income.  

Which is why after WW2 the stay at home baby boomer moms rolled up their Rosie the Riveter sleeves to add the financial 
muscle needed to save an almost bankrupt USA. 

Along with “temporary” government incentives of an Office of Price Administration to try controlling Kenysian inflation; 
a 90% tax on exploiters income that could be written down by at-risk investment; which with a Office of Mineral Exploration 
50, to 75%, loan paid back by a production royalty, the best thing that ever happened for Mining Law of 1872 claim holders.     

Moreover, that while saving for the down payment of a family’s biggest financial decision of a lifetime, the safe amount to 
budget for affordable rent should not exceed 25% of a monthly paycheck.

In the 1960’s,  perhaps with a GI Bill - State of Oregon guaranteed 10% down payment, many baby boomers were able to 
invest in a starter $5000, to an upscale $15,000, brand spanking new “shop built” suburban ranch style home, that today are 
on the market as a ‘fixer upper’ at an inflationary 90 times the original price tag figure.  

I know the figures for having designed a salesman’s presentation book for Dave Christensen’s Pacific Coast Fabricating 
that avoided a Levittown suburb look by allowing individual choices be made on the photograph of a  visual roof (Dutch hip, 
gable), flipped to match a choice of floorplans below where the hardest to decide was garage, or outside carport. 

Dave’s other success, besides building multimillion dollar yachts,  was from  only having graduated the 8th grade.  His 
“blue collar” teams were paid a minimum base and challenged to build a Total Quality movement product through profit 
sharing bonuses convertible into corporate shares with an ROI that kept well ahead of runaway inflation by actually produc-
ing a sellable product. 



A more recent CNBC report of The salary you need to afford a home in 20 major US cities has Portland, Oregon dealing 
with a median home price: $378,961 and the annual income needed for a 10 percent down payment mortage: $62,849? 

 Unfortunately, the minimum 1960 minimum wage paid in sound silver dollar certificates was 50¢ per hour— or 4-bits of 
an eight-bit ounce of silver. Said pampering of gready employees has only risen in 2008 to $3.50 in paper banknotes per hour?  

An inflationary factor of 7 times? No wonder the US skilled workforce has been thrown away by for overseas profits hidden 
away from IRS collections.  Which may be the real reason some politicians are sensitive about their “no comment” past tax 
returns reflecting income from funneled through free trade, and favored nations trade.  

Moreover, as the citizen taxpayer with no special bailout TARP protection can only hope for a long-term recovery of his 
“home investment portfolio” crashing during First Housing 
bubble, is to protect personal family financial interests in the 
Second Great Depression that will not be saved by TARP II. 

How to do this? Provide for your family’s basic need of shelter 
in a hyper-inflated market. Which may require a do-it-yourself 
buy-in to a natural resource land and mineral “neighborhood 
association” when inflated paper begins to lose purchasing 
power. 

Ask Warren Buffet why he wants to unload cash right now 
directly into big company opportunities with an honest P/L 
statement of earnings from the proven long lasting wealth of 
the Earth.

A Second Housing Bubble is ready for “readjusting dollar 
values” right now. Look what is happening to big Canadian 
banks and real estate values in Vancouver, B.C. escalating 30% 
last year.  A real “tinkle down” lesson for the US on printing 
more fiat money by kicking-the-debt-ceiling-can further down 
the road.

How do I know anything about this? From sixty years ex-
perience on the physical side of what is left of the US the min-
ing industry, trying to survive the off-shore financial industry 
pretending they were not mining the miners. As through very 
loose TSX exchange slot machines where a cleverly written “in 
Canadian Interests 43-101 free trade legalized(?)  exclusion dis-
criminated of American mining professionals, working on US 

owned mines.  Which also has lead to a “silk stockings” monopoly mining money, “have, or have not”, coming disaster.

We wool stocking guys know what the USD $ price per ounce of gold or silver was, when the insider trading Dow took a 
long time to recover to the 10,000 level that had seemed the median norm for so long.  And now, that the “Trump Bump cor-
nering of the market” has taken a “blue sky” speculators stock market “up, up, and away” to over 21,000 since 2009, while the 
spot price of gold and silver has basically not changed during that same period, expect more IPO CEO’s to make great sums 
of money by bailing out of corporations they personally drove into bankruptcy with a “golden pump and dump parachute”! 

Really?  Have local financial planner expert operators of nationwide franchises ever factored in questions about paying an-
other national franchise for what used to be a local coffee shop 5¢ cup of without having a personal “no-load” wealth income 
that matches inflation, covering a deflated loss of wealth with more promises?  

I happen to believe, as a hard money advocate ( as presidential candidates ‘gold standard’ Ron Paul, and the anti-free trade 
Ross Perot who ran as an independent candidate) one answer to the prospect of a financial crisis is a do-it-yourself financial 
plan using a unique, affordable house building carbon-neutral hard rock mined material from Oregon’s Table Mountain. 
Which also happens to already been accepted Global Warming answer in Russia, Pakistan, India, Iraq, China, and the Nor-
way, Denmark, Ontario, Canada conglomerate of a private corporation out of Belgium. 

Well guess what? By a group of individuals, dealing in selling a product instead of paper promises, we legally can bypass  
Wall Street to eventually end up as a private company, or a natural resource MLP which may be listed on a “big board”. My  
Oregon  in-place Nepheline Syenite buy- the- ton price right now— until proven by a competitive market price— to another 
individual is at $10, USD.  A price/equity value protected by an equaled value deposit “bank reserves” underground, which is 
safer than deposit box requires more than two key to unlock. 



The magic mineral is Nepheline Syenite. The world price is averaging $250 to $350 per ton, at this time. The only other US 
supply source, other than Oregon, is 3M where they a supplying ECO roofing tiles (perhaps a part of the new Tesla solar tile) 
and materials in Arkansas, and manufacturing AAC walls out of smaller deposit in New Mexico. 

Why have I set the market price of a ton of “money” only being a “We The People” Federal Reserve Note?  Because the ton-
nage reserves are large enough to support an entrepreneur independent Dealer/Distributor network where volume supports 
fair prices in competition with the idea of the “let’s make more money by selling less” scarcity philosophy.

At 78-years, a Portland, Oregon weird nerd what could I possibly ever do with $20 million in cash money for selling off ten 
of the 32 claims covering a square mile,  in the final seconds of my life?  I do however have a few ideas about helping financing 
the fairness of family homes.

As how about social engineering from the on the “streets up” of a family participation answer to affordable housing driven 
by individual $10 per ton FoamKrete dealers, working up to a FoamKrete distribution system providing above minimum 
wages and return for not agreeing with doing it the corrupt CEO 2% way, that seems to be destroying our economy? 

As a start, being that I cannot / do not wish to be anything but a consultant, and trust equity guarantor of the underlying 
claims, so for now, contact the FoamKrete county facilitator of retail sales LLC networks working towards signing up enough 
dealers for an exclusive county distributorship of FoamKrete.  Among a growing list of others:

1) ‘Cherie’ of Los Angeles County, who may be contacted at xxx-xxx-xxxx.

2) And Clackamas County, Oregon through her her trustworthy son at xxx-xxx-xxxx.

2) Bill DaFoe for a Clark County, Washington, a faith based distributorship, who may be contacted at xxx-xxx-xxxx.

3) Todd Jenner of  Washington County, Oregon, who may be contacted through Wallflower.com hangers or through Link-
din,

4) Bernadette Macioci of Multnomah County who may be connected through Linkdin

5) Bill ******* of Cowlitz County, Washington at xxx-xxx-xxxx.

5) Tyler ****** of Redding, Northern California at xxx-xxx-xxxx

4) Leonard Haggen of Kingman, Arizona who controls another after-mix mineral that is effective against controlling ra-
don gas. He also may be contacted through Linkdin.

5) Or, Sgt. Ed Wooten for a North Carolina dealer/distributor coordination through Linkdin. 

He also is the one to contact at 704-769-5696 for the formation of a Veterans Foundation to be the USFS Plan of Action 
FoamKrete mine and mill sub-contractor on a turn-key costs plus 10 % upon delivery in Lincoln County Oregon, which may 
be the preferred  choice of a Selitz Nation railhead, barge loading dock, and trucking center only 17 miles from the mine. The 
sub-contract is subject to decent wages for FoamKrete dealers;  caps on management compensation; safety compliance above 
mandated state and federal standards; and not exploiting the longer term amortization, or leasing of mining equipment. 

His xxxxxxxxxxxxx is also the leader to contact for establishing Distributorships in Virginia, South Carolina, Georgia, 
Tennessee, Florida. 

6) Or if you are in a County that would be a good market for a “almost franchise” protected FoamKrete Distributorship, 
validated by the number of dealers tons assigned to insure a flow of FoamKrete material through a distributorship, call Me, 
Barry Murray at 503-753-5868, or drop an old-fashioned letter to Barry Murray at POB 678, Waldport, OR, 97394.  

7) And perhaps if you are a director in a recognized nonprofit tax-exempt under section 501(c)(3) for activities that are 
“charitable, religious, educational, scientific, literary, testing for public safety, preventing cruelty to children, or preventing 
cruelty to animals” organization designed for tithing funding from an EcoHousingofAmerica.com, we also need to talk by 
calling Barry Murray at 503-753-5868, or by letter to Barry Murray at POB 678, Waldport, OR, 97394.

http://www.nephelinesyenite.com/sitemap.html


The following is a suggested Elevator or Shark Tank pitch  where “You-Too” can wager 
$10 at risk ‘tax schedule c’ buy-into the start-up of Affordable Housing, built from the 
grass roots up! 

*  Selling an Oregon unique measured bag of cement foaming aggregate after mixture that following the formula of one 
bag of cement and one bag of similar priced FoamKrete will replace an additional three bags of ordinary cement to create a 
cellular light super cement/concrete expanded volume that can be mixed and pumped on a building site.  

*  Replacing a dense concrete volume material needed to build a rock solid house is a 60% percent savings in building with a 
stronger, earthquake safer material, insulated against wildfire and the resulting flash flooding of homes.  The mold resistance, 
soundproofing qualities are also free.

* FoamKrete [TM) most dramatic best use impact would be to build work from home villages on land without zoned in-
frastructure to set up affinity business centers of individually ownership CO-OP home industries — call fulfillment of help 
assistance contractors, organic truck farms, www design, management, hosting, or manufacturing an insulating FoamKrete 
product as solar powered picnic coolers, or bigger as in place retirement centers where children are welcome, and anything 
else environmentally innovative that provides labor intensive job opportunities  that doesn’t require expensive rush hour 
traffic commuting.

* FoamKrete is a non-toxic, PH neutral,  natural (non-patentable) mix of rare soluble nano Alumina powder (Al2O3) with 
a very pure nano Silica sand aggregate (the Sio2 used in third stage solar designs) locked into Oregon’s uniform sill deposit.

* FoamKrete’s natural chemistry is almost the exact same as Nepheline Syenite selling for $250 per ton when ground down 
to face powder -325 fineness in China, where 3D printing houses with a pump-able CLC for $5000 was pioneered. Russia fol-
lowed with their Nepheline Syenite printing $10,000 houses with a clean rainwater harvesting roof.

* FoamKrete has been proven recently as an affordable after-mixture to ordinary cement that expands output from a mixer, 
which may be pumped on a building site into “yeast bread pan forms” for curing, and tilting up as small house walls that also 
happen to be Class 1 2,900 degree for four hours Wildfire protected, with a ‘R’ value of twice that of the popular cotton candy 
“pink” stuff found in big box hardware stores.

* As FoamKrete, 80% hydrogen bubbles, should also be a do-it-yourself, or small builder hit, when the ‘solid’ cement enve-
lope protection economics may be explained that buying one bag of cement, and a similarly priced bag of FoamKrete, would 
replace the need for three additional bags of cement on site. 

* And, recently Nepheline Syenite technology has been further proven by so-called third world countries, to be smarter, 
better, cheaper, and more wolf puffing (tornadoes, flash floods, tsunami raising tidal waves) resistant than wasteful stick-built 
housing. Bales of wheat straw, when spray coated with a FoamKrete stucco mixture, would however, be very affordable to 
temporarily shelter for the three little so-called Medicaid “pigs”. 

The Biz Plan up to the point of contacting for a FoamKrete Distributorship 
* Barry Murray, an individual, sells another individual a ton of in-place rock for $10. That person automatically becomes 

a dealer, just as I was when I purchased the Portland Oregon Journal to deliver to the door of Fred Meyer  on a contract 
that I would collect at the end of the month, to make my flow-through payment to the publishing company. Freddy seemed 
to like my precociousness, and always paid promptly. My tip was always advice on retail marketing, which actually made 
a real difference when founding my own Mac&Murray Publishing and Advertising Agency that packaged words for both 
Economic Currents Magazine, and a rock crusher manufacturing company that went from number 20 in the world market, 
to number 1 before being hostilely taken over by a multinational equipment cartel.

* The owner-dealer, knowing that I need to protect the underlying mining claims must realize that any already permitted 
rock that comes off Table Mountain requires a respect for the US Forest Service surface management plan of action concern-

http://barrymurray.com
http://barrymurray.com


ing an added value use above common variety gravel; licensing the tonnage use of the USFS road; and when and where USFS 
trees are removed for miners access. 

*Another complication here, for me  is that while the US Mining Law of 1872 totally covers selling mineral in place without 
first order precise GPS staking, 1933 securities regulations have been used to disqualify the idea of the initial salesperson de-
manding that the purchaser be allowed a free choice in who they could contract to share a mill (rock not wheat) to eventually 
take the end result into a free market. Actually that not my problem, as all I intend to be (other than buying a position back 
in) is a consultant to the FoamKrete LLC that will build me a wee little Scottish crofters cabin with an old rocking chair with 
million dollar view.

What follows is really up to a one vote per person (no-proxy)  FoamKrete 
LLC shareholder, contracted through a suggested regional distributor-
ship, to be a part of a ECOhousingofAmerica.com team. The flow-through 
is simple as 1-2-3.

The ‘single signer’ individual on the claims at this time is Barry Murray.  At age 78, the trail boss of the first exploration  
of the Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail from Mexico to Canada  is desirous of saddling up to cross the Great Divide, and 
being able to glance back upon an honorable lifestyle with a smile of achievement.

As the 500 million tons of Nepheline Syenite, claimed by BarryMurray.com@gmail.com (503-753-5858 ; POB 678, Wald-
port, OR 97394)  cannot be removed from Table Mountain without the “partnership” approval of a US Forest Service added 
value Plan of Action protection, vitally important in a time of “unproven” Global Warming. As a teenager Murray volun-
teered to replant part of the Tilimook Burn. He revisits his “baby’s” now and then just to give them a hug.

And given that the only possible way to save Newport, Oregon’s ( a tourism favorite  scenic fishing village ) as an iconic vi-
sual mountain on the Coast Range skyline, is to do what the competition selling Nepheline Syenite in Norway is doing. Mine 
underground,  by a safe block and pillar system where there are absolutely no unsightly tailing piles —as everything is not 
wasted,  as happened in the destruction of the Western Bison where only the hump, hide,  and tongue was valued.

 Consequently claim holder Murray has long thought, and experienced his deposit  “too big for any one company” into 
thirds, followed by a 50% reduction to keep an environmentally safe underground honeycomb, to maintain the equally valu-
able surface rights of a USFS renewable tree farm. The tonnage has been mentally divided into three. FoamKrete.com LLC 
to establish the regional admixture marketing ; EcoHousingofAmerica.com MLP, a Master Limited Partnership to take it 
nationwide ; and NephelineSyenite.com as a corporation for other uses clean air uses.

This brings the available material down to 500 million tons divided in half ; to 250 million tons; further divided by three 
CFR permitted uses for solar, rock wool, clean air steel flux, etc., uses, is to only let 83 million tons at a time available, a much 
more manageable figure for those of us not all that comfortable with hedge funds,  NASDAQ’s  Madoff, and ENRON’s  Author 
Anderson CPA accounting schemes.  

This concept is also a check and balance to the claim holder’s previous encounters with “pump and dump” corporations 
whose intent is only to flip trade a leveraged derivative. No real profit will happen for this building material without produc-
tion from the ground-up.

Murray’s  offer as an individual selling a ton of Nepheline in place ( a legal transaction ) at an affordable $10 will be what it 
takes to crowd-fund start-up the already registered FoamKrete LLC in search of a paid Corporate Director, paid far less than 
totally out of uncontrolled CEO compensation,  a perhaps a one-person, one vote, merger into a PNW style CO-OP that use 

http://FoamKrete.com
http://EcoHousingofAmerica.com
http://NephelineSyenite.com
http://ecohousingofamerica.com


to turn ‘peeler’ sized logs into plywood, which has been replaced by favored softwood Canadian imports.

Make that a $50 total buy in:,

*Purchase a $10 in place ton from Barry Murray numbered certificate. And if you choose to follow the flow through busi-
ness investment plan at this time >>>>>

*Another $10 will go to FoamKrete.com, when it has a bank account to contract (basically in business with yourself) to 
mine, and take down the mountain for milling on a cost plus 10% basis, delivery of your product >>>>>

*Another $10 will go to FoamKrete to sub-contract with a performance bond based, and US Forest plan of action approved, 
custom underground mining, trucking, and milling division actually to preform on a bonded cost plus 10% basis, delivery of 
your product at a barge, rail, trucking center in Lincoln County. The dealer can avoid catching up on the balance of contract 
payments due upon delivery, plus an additional tax and tithing charge, by flowing their investment through to >>>>>

*Another choice is $10 that will go to a recognized FoamKrete Regional / County distributorship (that is selected by hav-
ing enough dealers to guarantee supply) to help set up an infrastructure — perhaps with do-it-yourself rental equipment for 
affordable house building— which also on a cost plus 10% basis will set the prorated retail return, or the wholesale price on 
flowthrough >>>>>

*Another choice is $10 to go into a trust to set up a Land and Mineral trust (with you as a beneficiary) which has also ac-
quired build-able land (along with your feedstock mineral, backed by the transfer of the mining claims themselves) to help 
build ECOhousingofAmerica “villages” where your flow-through certificate, and payroll bonus credits, if any, my be cashed 
in on a rent-to-own home not subject to one sided financial industry foreclosures.  

*Another voluntary $10 goes to a Mary Kay Cosmetics style up-line “finder’s fee” distribution administered by your Foam-
Krete Regional / County distributorship, my ECOhousingofAmerica.com claim clout, and the Trust leadership.

Think of this participant’s finder fee as a multi-level salesman’s paycheck for passing along a great opportunity for others 
to build a rock solid retirement portfolio backed by actually owning a physical product, instead of electronic bit-coins. 

The possibilities of going with the reality of housing values far removed from up-and-down Wall Street speculation is 
shown on what can be done through a reality of actual production  may best be witnessed at some of these foreign websites 
that recognize that humans everywhere are in need of climatic change housing innovations.

One of Murray’s longer ranged  fantasies is to revive a Worthy Cause 501(c)(3) non-profit charity for finding a answer to a 
malaria solution is to build a rescue Mustang and Border Collie ranch along the lines of what school teacher Barry Murray 
Jr. did for Vision Quest.

Another dream is to have the funding to finish out his www.
USAtravelMagazines.com, and follow up on Portland’s bookish 
reputation with www.BannerBooks.com catering to supporting 
independent publishers and book stores. Contact Barry direct at 
503-753-5868 on these.

For more information about how to make dreams come true, 
contact the Oregon Organizer at 503-753-5868, or the Washing-
ton, Northern California, Southern California, Nevada, Arizona, 
and the SE Hurricane Coast Coordinator  at FoamKrete.com@
gmail.com. As together “we control” the mineral feedstocks, lets 
make this happen!
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Oregon - Bulletin 81, Oregon Department Geology & Mineral Industries, 1973
Feldspar and Nepheline Syenite Minerals Yearbook, U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1994
Barry Murray’s outdated first draft of a FoamKrete Market Plan with additional foreign academic paper 
synopsis, and chemical definations. The $10 per ton in place still stands, but the claims that are not need-
ed for FoamKrete Reserve use, are no longer offered for sale for other uses on the http://foamkrete.com/
NephelineMarketPlan.pdf

Alibaba.com, who sells Chinese Nepheline Syenite in bulk, and the powder grinding mill is a good place to understand that publicly the US is 
far behind in CLC technology. Search for AAC, or CLC concrete on YouTube to see for yourself how the Chinese are 3D printing $5,000 houses.

Russia, which has the largest Nepheline Syenite deposit in the world, 
has developed this CLC printer that produces a round tower house for 

$10,000. 
Small mixer/pump units may also be found in other Asian nations, as 

Pakistan, India, Iran, that also have a Nepheline Syenite source.
And of course when it comes to state-of-the-art hard rock under-
ground jack leg drills to load a pattern of holes as lifters on the bottom, 
cutters for a timed blasting sequence elsewhere, I favor, from experi-
ence, the Swedish design of AtlasCopco.

The following examples of what is possible past my amateur drawings 
with matching FoamKrete with innovative free form architectural 
designer engineers.
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